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SO. INTRODUCTION 
WE SHALL consider actions (G, cp, Cm) of a compact connected Lie group G acting differ- 
entiably on a homotopy /iI-sphere Cm. For x E I”, G, is the subgroup of g E G with q(g, _Y) = 
g.r = s; G,’ the connected component of the identity of G,, G(x) ={gx / y E G) is the orbit 
passing through x. The type of the orbit G(x) is the conjugacy class of G, in G. A point 
I E C” lies on a principal orbit if G(.Y) is of maximal dimension and G,Y has a minimal number 
of components. The notion of principal orbit type is due to D. Montogomery. He has shown, 
under more general conditions than here, that those points which lie on principal orbits 
form an open dense submanifold. See [l], Chap. IX. 
Hsiang [3], [5] and Kramer [7], have shown that the linear representations cp of a 
classical group G with positive dimensional principal isotropy subgroup H,,, are, for the 
most part, both familiar and few in number. For example, when G = SO(n), II 2 S, these 
representations are just kp,, k < n - 1, and Ad,, the linear adjoint representation of G. 
In a succession of works, the Hsiangs have shown that the notion of positive dimen- 
sional principal isotropy subgroup is particularly viable; it is an inherently geometric 
restriction which translates well from the linear to the differentiable case. They have shown, 
for example, that if (G, cp, I?“‘) is a differentiable action of a simple Lie group G, dim H,’ > 0, 
then H,+,’ = Hg , I@ a real linear representation of G. See [6]. 
For G classical and rank G 2 p, we shall prove the same theorem for (G, cp, Cm), 1” 
a homotopy sphere. Here p is an integer < 12 depending on G. See below. Theorems of this 
type were introduced in [3], [j] for a larger class of manifolds, although with restrictions 
on dimension. 
Our basic tool here is what might be called a “weight system” for differentiable 
actions on a Cm. This is defined by using a formula due to Bore1 [I]. He has shown that, 
for (T, q, Z”), Ta torus: 
?n - dF( 7’) = 1 (dF(B) - dF( T)) 
where dF(T)is the dimension of the fizzed point set of Ton Em and the sum is taken over all 
connected, co-rank one sub-tori R of T. Hence there are a finite number of R c T with 
dF(R) > dF(T). Our weight system will be, first, a way of keeping track of those R with 
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dF(H) > c/F(T) and second, a way of relatin g these R to the local representations of sub- 
tori at a fixed point. This material is developed in $1. 
In $2 we use the Weyl group of G and a formula of Hsiang to show that, for (G, cp, Z”‘) 
with dim H,po > 0, the R with nF(R) > dF(T) are quite limited as to type; T a maximal 
torus of the classical group G. The argument of $2 is simple but tedious. The idea is to show 
that a limitation on the number of R with dF(R) > r/F(T) imposes a restriction on the 
“ type ” of R. Some of the restrictions on rank G occur here. It should be noted that not 
all undesirable weight patterns can be eliminated by counting. 
In 33 we compute the principal orbit types of (G, y, Z”‘) for G classical, dim H,’ > 0. 
For this, [6] is a basic reference. 
I thank Professor Wu-Yi Hsiang for directing this thesis. Without his patient under_- 
standing and encouragement, this work would not have been possible. I am very grateful 
to the University of Chicago for supporting my entire program of graduate study. 
51. W’EIGHT SYSTEMS 
Let us first consider a linear representation cp of a torus T”. We know that 40 = zf= I ‘pi, 
cpi : T” -+ S’, and corresponding to each ‘pi we have a weight zLi : _!?(T”) + R = real numbers. 
The kernel of each ai is a hyperplane in 9(T”), Hi, and the connected component of the 
identity of ker(cp,) is a co-rank one sub-torus of T”, say fii, with Hi = _!Z’(Ri). The collec- 
tion of weights {gil 5 i 5 k) will be denoted by Z(p). The number of zero weights in Z(q) 
is the dimension of the fixed point set of T, dF(T). Given an inner product on 9(T) we 
may consider the weights in Z(q) as vectors in a Euclidean space. 
If B is a connected, co-rank one sub-torus of T”, then the weight vectors of cplw, 
C((plR), are the orthogonal projections onto H = 9(R) of the weight vectors of cp. In 
particular, dF(g) > clF(T”) if and only if H is the kernel of some weight, and dF(W) - dF(T) 
is equal to the number of non-zero weights which have kernel equal to H. Hence, if dim cp = 
nl + 1 ire have: 
* /n - dF(T, Sm) = c (dF(R) - c/F(T)) 
where S”’ is the unit sphere in Rm+‘, dF(T, 57’) is the dimension of the fixed point set of T 
acting on S” via cp, and the sum is taken over all connected, co-rank one sub-tori i? of T. 
If we now consider a differentiable action of a torus T” on a homotopy sphere C”, it 
follows from a theorem of Bore1 [l], Chap. XIII that the same formula * holds for the 
differentiable T” action with S” replaced by Z”. 
Let (T, q, 2”‘) be an almost effective differentiable action of a torus Tof rank 23. 
Definition. 9”(q) = {(H, dF(f?) - dF(T)) 1 H = 9(R), R a connected co-rank one sub- 
torus of T with nF(R) > c@(T)]. Define .9’(q) = {H / (If, dF(R) - ~F(T))E 9’(p)]. If Y 
is a collection of vectors in a Euclidean space, define 9(Y) = {(H, k) 1 H a hyperplane, k 
the number of non-zero vectors in Y perpendicular to H; k > 01. Define Y’(Y) = 
{HI (H, k) E 9’(Y)}. Define dim Y to be the number of vectors in Y. 
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We now ask to what extent it is possible to recover a linear representation from the 
information contained in the Bore1 formula. A partial answer is given by the following: 
THEOREM 1 .I. Let (T. cp, I”) be as above. Let R be a connected. co-rank one sub-torus 
of T rvith dF(R) > dF(T). Then tfrere exists a collection of rectors (PH in Y(TI mch that: 
(1) dim qH = m + 1 
(2) ,yP((PH) =,y"(q) 
(3) qHIH is a representation of R equivalent to cp, + (trivial copy), s E F(H), cpx the 
local represenration at x. 
Proof of Theorem I. I. Our aim is to assign dF(R,) - dF(T) vectors of appropriate 
length to the hyperplane Hi E Y’(p). We shall include dF(T) + 1 zero weights in qH. The 
lengths of the vectors assigned to H itself are arbitrary. 
Suppose that our H = H, E Y’(q). Let rrr be the orthogonal projection from Y(T) 
to the hyperplane H, E Y(T). For Hk E 9”(q) let Hk’ be the line perpendicular to Hk. Now 
observe that n,lHk’ is injective (k # 1) and that if L’ E Hki then then X,(E) is perpendicular 
to H, n HI:. Now, it is not difficult to see that dF((A, n R,)‘) > dF(R,) and hence H, n Hk 
is the kernel of some weight in the local representation of A,. We may therefore find a 
vector 0, E Hk’ which projects to a weight vector of cp,. We continue in this fashion until 
clF(R,) - dF(T) vectors are assigned to Hk. Observe that if 0k projects to a weight, so does 
- 0,. To complete the construction, we need the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA I. Let 6 be a connected, co-rank one sub-rorus of fi, bvith dF(k) > dF(R,). Then 
E = (R, n Rj)O for some j. 
LEMMA 2. dF((R, n Rk)‘) - dF(R,)) = xjE, dF(RJ - dF(T) where J = {jl (R, n 
HJ” = (R, n B,)“} for any a, (k # 1) with _Y(B,) = Hk E 9’(q). 
Lemma one shows that each weight vector in the local representation of R, is covered 
by the process described above. Lemma two shows that dF(R,) - dF(T) is indeed the correct 
number of vectors to assign to the hyperplane Hj in order that conditions 1-3 be met. 
Since the proofs of the two lemmas are similar we shall only prove Lemma 2 and leave 
the proof of Lemma 1 to the reader. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let L = (R, n R,)‘. T/L acts naturally on F(L), and applying the 
Bore1 formula to this action, we have 
(IF(L) - dF(T/Z, F(L)) = xj(dF(Rj, F(L)) - dF(T/e, F(L))) 
where {iuj} is the collection of connected, co-rank one sub-tori of T/L with dF(Hj, F(L)) > 
dF(T/L, F(Z)). If II, is the natural map T --+ T[L, we see that each Rj is of the form II, 
where L 5 Ri. Since dF(T/L, F(t)) = dF(T, En’) = dF(T) the formula above becomes: 
dF(E) - dF(T) = zj dF(R,) - dF(T) 
where the sum is taken over J’ with L I Bj. Since i = 1 is such an integer we may subtract 
dF(B,) - dF(T) from each side of the last equation and obtain the desired result. This 
completes the proof of the lemma and the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 1. The representation constructed above is not unique, of course, and two 
representations satisfying 1, 2, 3 may differ by more than the lengths of the vectors assigned 
to H. Since the linear functionals determined by the vectors may not be integral valued, we 
will not, in general, obtain a representation of T. 
Dejinition. If there is a single collection of vectors @ in Y(T) satisfying 1,2, 3 of Theorem 
1.1 for every hyperplane HE 9’(cp), the action (T, cp, Em) will be called realizable and Q 
a realization. 
Remark 2. Any action with F(T) # C#I is realizable. It seems likely that realizations 
when they exist, are unique. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (T, cp, I?“‘) be an almost effectioe difirentiable action of a torus Tof 
rank greater than two on a Z”. Suppose that dF(Ri) - dF(T) = 2 for each Hi E 9’((p). Then, 
if there exists a realization, it is unique. 
Proof. Let O1 be a vector perpendicular to Hi c Y(T) for Hi E Y’(q). Let & and Q2 be 
two realizations. Then their non-zero weights are given by, say, (pi OJ and { +-ni ei}, and 
we must show thatp, = fn,. By definition, we know that these sets of vectors are equivalent 
when projected to any of the hyperplanes H, E Y’(q). If 8,. , is the image of Bi on the plane 
H,, i Z r, it follows that pj O,,r = * nkek,, for each i. Setting a, = pi/ni it follows that the 
product ni a, = + 1. Since this holds for each r, ai = &- 1 and we are done. 
ifr 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (T, cp, Zm) be as in Proposition 1.2. Let 61i be perpendicular to 
Hi c Y(T), Hi E .Y’(cp). If {tIi} forms a linearly independent set, then there exisrs a unique 
realization. 
Proof. Let Hi E Y’(q). We shall show that a realization exists by showing that Hi’ 
contains a weight vector which projects to a weight vector on every other hyperplane 
H, E Y’(q). Let H, and H, be elements of Y(cp), r # s # i. There are at least rank T hyper- 
planes in 9”(q). Consider the following commutative diagram in which all maps are 
orthogonal projections : 
Let cp, and cp, be the local representations of R, and R, at a fixed point. Since the 
fixed point set of (fl, n nS)” is connected, cpr 1 (R, n RJ” is equivalent to qs 1 (W, n ES)‘. 
Let u E Hi’ be such that II,(u) = U, is a weight vector of cps. The image of v, in H, n H, is 
non-zero (by linear independence) and is covered by a weight z), in H,. Again by linear 
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indepxdence, l-I,(r) = L’, Th: remainder of the realization proof follows at once from 
Lemma 2. This, and the proof of uniqueness, are left to the reader. 
Remark 3. Both Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 may be extended by using more detailed 
argument concerning the algebraic relations occurring among the 8,. However, Proposition 
1.3 is not true in general, it being possible to find hyperplanes Ni and vectors lying in Hi 
for which no realization exists. 
Now let (G, cp, Em ) be an almost effective differentiable action of a compact, connected 
Lie group G on a homotopy sphere C”‘, rank G 2 3, Let T be a maximal torus of G and 
define .y(cp) = S“(cp j T), Y’(q) = Y’(q j T). Let IV, be the Weyl group of G. Wo acts natur- 
ally on P(T) as a group of orthogonal transformations. We prove the Following: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Ler (G, cp, c’“), -y(q) and W, be as above. Then .9(q) is symmetric 
under W, . Furthermore, if there exists a unique realization C$ which is a representation of T, 
then the non-zero weights of q?, C’(G), are symmetric under W, . 
Proof. Let rr E IV, and n E NT, the normalizer of T, be a representative of Y. Let B, c T 
be a connected, co-rank one sub-torus of T with H, E Y’(cp). Then n-‘R,n = Bz is a con- 
nected, co-rank one sub-torus of T and F(R,) and F(n2) are diffeomorphic via n. This 
shows part one of the proposition. 
For the second part, let 4’ denote the representation t -+ @(n-‘t/z), n as above. We shall 
show 4’ equivalent to @ by showing @‘Ini - cF/~?~ for each Hi E P”(q). Let x E F(n,), 
y E F(i7,) and cp,< and (p,, be the local representation of B, and R, . Let g be the diffeo- 
morphism induced by n, g: F(g,) ---t F(a,) and suppose that g(y) = x. Let g* be the differ- 
ential of g, g*: M, -+ iM,, M, (resp. M,) the tangent space of Z’” at y (resp. x). @,I??, - 
c~.% + 0, and @lf12 - (py + 0, where 0, (resp. 8,) is a trivial copy fixing the line (y) (resp. 
(x)) in Rm”, for x, y E R”‘+l. Now, Rm+l z ~tl, + (x) andRm+’ g My + (y} and we 
define N: Rmfl --t Rm+l as N((z, Y) = (g*z, X). Using the chain rule for differentials, we 
have cpy(n-‘tn) = g*-‘qJt)g*, t E R,. Hence q,,(n-‘tn) + 8, = A’-‘(cp,(t) -I- 6,)N. The 
left-hand side of this equation is equivalent to $‘IR, and the right-hand side is equivalent 
to @j/W,. Q.E.D. 
We conclude $1 with the following proposition, stated and proved by Hsiang [4], for 
actions in Euclidean spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (G, q~, Cm) be as aboce, T a maximal torus of G. Let x E F(T) # 4, 
q, the representation of T at x, Z’(q,.) the non-zero nseights of cpJ and A,’ the non-zero roots 
of G. Zf C’(cp,) n A,’ = 4 then x E F(G) # 4. 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in [4, Theorem 3, p. IO]. 
$2. IVEIGHT PATTER% FOR ACTIOKS WITH POSITI%F 
DIMENSIONAL PRIiVCIP4L ISOTROPY SUBGROUP 
In this chapter we will consider actions (G, q, Cm) where G is a compact, connected, 
classical group of rank 23 acting differentiably on a homotopy sphere Z:“, dim H,’ > 0. 
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Our goal is to eliminate all but a few possibilities for 9’(q) = ,Y’(cpir). T a maximal torus 
of G. This will be done by extending a method due to Hsiang [;I. 
Since the group; G under consideration are simple. the action of G is almost effective 
and, by the maximal torus theorem, the action cpjT of a maximal torus T is also almost 
effective; the construction of $1 applies to the induced T action. Indeed, for each HE Y’(q) 
we have a collection of vectors in U(T), cpfI, with P’((P”) = Y(cp) and pPH 1 H - ~p,~ 1 A + 0 
where cp+ is the local representation of G,‘, x E F(R). 
Let HP be the principal isotropy subgroup of the action (G, q, 2”‘). We shall assume in 
this chapter and the next that H,’ is positive dimensional. 
Now let S be a circle in HP0 such that S I R, HE .Y’(cp). The representation cp+, 
x E F(R), SplitS into tangent and normal directions: cfr - I’, + T,~, inhere 5, - A& 1 ,-, - 
Ad,,, r, the tangential component. If we consider the restrictions, we have: (Pi 1 S E ~p,~ 1 S 
= Ad, 1 S -Ad,,,* 1 S (mod trivial copies). Hence we have pioved the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (G, cp, Cm), H, qH, S be as above. Then qfr / S is contained in Ad, 1 S 
(mod trivial copies). 
Theorem 2.1 was first discovered by W. Y. Hsiang for linear group actions, [3], and 
is used to compute linear representations q of G with dim H,’ > 0. We shall apply it here 
to the collection cpr,; this will be done as follows. 
Suppose that c(: Y(T) --, R and that ker(cc) E .Y’((p). If 5 E W,, then ker(ar) is also in 
Y’(q) and the weights of qfl consist at least of non-zero multiples of the images of rl under 
W, . We may restrict this W,-orbit of c( to a circle S in H, ’ and this restriction to S must be 
contained in Ad, 1 S + (zero weights); in particular the number of non-zero weights in (Pi 1 S 
must be less than or equal to the number of non-zero weights in Ado 1 s. Since W, is fairly 
large for the classical groups, the W,-orbit of ker(cr) will usually be too large to meet this 
requirement. 
For future reference, note that the inclusion i: S -+ T induces an integral valued map on 
weights i*: Z(T)* -+ R. In what follows, we shall use the standard maximal tori of the 
classical groups. These may be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (SU(n + I), cp, Em) be a differentiable action of .SC’(n + 1) on a homo- 
topy sphere Cm Gth dim HVo > 0. Assume that n 2 10. Then Y’(q) is rhe union of Wo-orbits 
of the form Y’(q) where @ is either a basic linear representation of SU(n + 1) or the linear 
adjoint representation of SU(n + 1). 
TtrEoREM 2.3. Let (G, cp, I”) be a dlrerentiable action of a compact, connected Lie group 
of type 8, or C,, n 2 9 on a homotopy sphere Y” ,cYth dim H,,,’ > 0. Then the Wo-orbits in 
Y’(q) are of the form 
{ker(O,) 1 1 < i < n}, (ker(0, i Oj) 1 1 I i-c j < n). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (G, y, Zm) be a d$erentiable uction of a compact, contzected Lie group 
G of type D, , n 2 1 1, on a homotopy sphere Em with dim H,’ > 0. Then 9”(q) is the union of 
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WG-orbits of the follorcsing types: 
(ker(Bi) ( 1 _< i _< n]. (ker(0, & Oj) 1 1 I i <j s t7). 
Remark. The ranks listed in Theorems 2.2-2.4 are artificially high and this is for two 
reasons. First, the counting of non-zero weights is a tedious process which becomes more 
tedious for small rank. Second, there are more cases which satisfy Theorem 2.1, as in the 
linear case. With the addition of these cases, Theorems 2.2-2.4 should hold for rank 23. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let T be the usual maximal torus of SU(n + I) with coordinate 
functions Oi 1 I i < n + I, 1;” Qi = 0. Let S c H,Po be a circle in the principal isotropy 
subgroup, S c R for HE Y’(q). By Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 we have cpw such that qPH I S c 
Ad, 1 S. The inclusion i: S --) T induces i*: Y(T) 4 R. Let i*(O,) = ki, 1 I i5 n + 1. ki an 
integer. 
Case I. Let us first consider the case in which .Y’(cp,{) = .9”(q) contains a I/,-orbit 
of the form {ker(l,Oi + I, O,), 1, # +I,} so that upon restriction to S, (Pi 1 S consists of 
[I,k, + I,k,} and A/c 1 S consists of {ki - kj i <j 1. To facilitate the counting process, let 
us form the set M consisting of all ordered pairs (kj, kj) i #j. Let I: = ([i, /2) and let M, = 
{(k,, kj) E n/l ( (ki, k,) . c = llki + I, kj # 0) and hf, = {(ki, kj) E M 1 (ki, kj) . G’ = O}. Now 
compute the number of elements in each of these sets. We have IhI/ = (n - l)(n), lMlj I 
l/2(,7 - l)(n), lMol 2 1/2(n + l)(n). Let us divide the remainder of the proof of Case I 
into several parts. 
(i) If (ki, kj) . L’ = 0 and ki = kj # 0 we are done. 
(ii) k i = 0 for some i: If (ki, kj) . u = (kj, ki) . u = 0 then, by subtracting, ki = kj = 0. 
Hence for each (i,j) we may assume either (ki, kj) or (kj, kJ E MO, not both, since Ihil,l 2 
l/2 IMI. Now the result follows, for (ki, kj) E MO (k,, kJ EM, and either (ki k,) E M, or 
(k, ki) E MO to k, = kj or k,T = k,. 
(iii) Let I be the number of ki’s = 0, 12 1. Then I&f,] < IV = 1/2((n + l)(n) - (I)(! - 1)) 
and n/r, contains all (ki, kj) where ki = 0, kj # 0; MO consists of I(/ - 1) pairs (k,, k,) with 
k, = k, = 0 and lV(k,, kp) with k, f 0 # k,. For each of this last type (k,, k,), we cannot 
have (k,, , k,) E M, and it follows by repeating this process, that I= n + 1. This contra- 
diction completes Case I. 
Case II-The general case. We shall consider a I%‘,-orbit of the form ker(f,Bi, + 1, Bi2 + 
. ..+ljBij)cY’(~).3~j~n.Letr=(k,,k, ,..., k,+I), Zki = 0 and consider the set L of 
vectors in (n + I)-space with j non-zero coordinates chosen from among the {li, 1 5 i <j). 
For each vector in L, also include its negative. (See Comment below.) Suppose that 
(li 1 < i 5 j) consists of k distinct integers occurring ri times, 1 5 i < k, ri I [n + 1/2]Cr, = 
j. Set L, = (r E L 1 z . o # 0} and L, = (B E L I p . L; = 0). Let bit be the permutation which 
interchanges the first two coordinates of a vector in L. L is closed under this operation. If 
g, z(p) E L, and /I E Lo and pi #3) # /?, k, = k2 . If we show that 1 LI - 2 ) L, I is greater than the 
number of vectors of L which could be fixed by G rZ it will follow that there is /I E L, with 
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Gus E L, and cI ?(lj) # /;. We now count the elements in the various sets and show that this 
is so. We have: 
,L, = (n + l)(n)(n - 1) . . . (n + 2 -3 (I + ~) 
r,!rz!r,! . . . r,! 
where D = 0 if both I and --‘1 occur in the W,-orbit of X, G = 1 other\Lise. (This could not 
happen in Case I.) Also, lLll I (n + l)(n). 
The total number of vectors in L fixed by glZ is at most: 
i 
(?I + 1 -j)@ -j) + 2 1 ri2 - 2.i (n +l)(n) 1 ,L, 
and to show ILJ - 2 ILlI greater than maximal number fixed by cll amounts to showing 
202 + l)(n)r, ! r,! . . . I-,! 
j[2n-j+31’(n-l)(n-2)...(n+2-j) 
+ 2 1 ri’. 
The right-hand side is maximal when k = 2, j < [n + l/2] lvhich amounts to showing: 
j(211 3j + 7) 4 > 2(n + l)(n)(rl f 1 -j) - - 
[ tz j- - 1 1 
Now, j small minimizes L.H.S. and maximizes R.H.S. and forj = 3, the inequality holds for 
II 2 10. o12 was arbitrary, and we may proceed in this way to show all ki’s equal or all ii’s 
equal. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We will consider a W,-orbit in Y’(q) of the form ki-I,Bi, + 
12 Oi, * ” . + lj 0i2. Let S c HP’, S c B, HE Y’(p). Let i*(O,) = ki. We may assume k, 2 
k, 2 ’ .. 2 k, 2 0 and 1, 2 I, 2 -.- 2 lj 2 0. Consider L’ = (k,, k, , . . . , k,) as a vector in 
R nfl and form the set L of vectors in R”‘l with j non-zero entries chosen from { +li, 
1 I i 5 j}. Put L, =(x c LIx.u#O) and L,={p E Llfl.v=O>. lLll<2n2 by 
Theorem 2.1. 
For 3 <j 5 n - 1 it is not difficult to reduce the general case to the case where \/,I = 
/121 . . = If,\. Let us assume this and complete the argument. The set L is closed under the 
operation of changing the sign of the first element of a vector E E L. Call this operation 
a(~). If c( and o(a) E Lo, x # a(a), then k, = 0 and we are done. We need only show IL1 - 
21L,( greater than the number of vectors in L tied by G, i.e. the number of vectors with 
first coordinate zero. Since IL.1 =(7)2j, we must show 
0 !t 2j_ 4n2 > c n _ - 1  2’.
j j 
or: 
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2j-2 
‘n - 1 
l 1 - >n ? j- 1 
which holds for 1 <j < n - 1 and n 2 6. 
Consider the case j = 3. It is not difficult to show k,_, = k,_, = k, = 0 at least. Sup- 
posing that I> 3 k,‘s are zero, observe that L contains 8(n - f) f 
0 
vectors with only one 
non-zero entry and 2(l)(n - I)(n - I - 1) vectors a = i*(f(8, + QJ i 0,) where k, = 0, 
ki # 0 # k,. For 12 3, n 2 6, the sum of these two numbers is greater than ILlI = 2(n2 - I’). 
Hence a vector /? E L, ,B in one of the two sets above, must satisfy /I . L; = 0, contradicting 
the fact that only I ki’s are zero. 
The proofs for j = n and j = 2 are similar and are left to the reader. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. For a general orbit of the form i 1,8,, &- I2 ei2 . . . + lj 0 i, we 
order i*(t?J = k, k, 2 k, ... 2 k,_, 2 lk,l and I, 2 I, ‘*. 2 I,-1 2 [/,I. Form the set L of 
vectors in n-space with j non-zero entries chosen from {Ii, 1 I i 5 j> so that (P* 1 S = 
{x.ulaEL,u=(k,,k2 ,..., k,)}. Let L, ={a~Ll a*a#O) and L,={a~Lla.v=O). 
1 L, I 5 IA& I .SI 5 4 i 
0 
and IL1 = N. 2j f 
0 
for j < n, where N 2 1 is a constant depending on 
j and the number of distinct integers in {fi, 1 _< i (: j}. 
Let n > j 2 3. Consider a vector a E L ” bad” if its first two coordinates are both zero 
or both non-zero. By counting, IL1 - 2 lLll > maximal number of “ bad ” vectors in L. If 
0 is the operation of changing the sign of the first two coordinates of a vector in L, it 
follows that there is a E L, with O(E) E L,, , a(a) # a. Hence (a - a(a)) . v = 0 and 
(a - o(r)) . u = 21, k, or 21, kz The result follows. The cases j = 2 and n are similar to j = 3 
in Theorem 2.3, using the order relations among the ki’s; they are left to the reader. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Remark. It follows from the above work that rp, constructed in Theorem 1.1 is actually 
a representation of T. This follows from the fact that a I Hmust be integral valued and, when 
H is restricted, the weight a itself must be integral valued. 
53. COMPUT’ATIOK OF THE PRINCIPAL ISOTROPY SUBGROUP 
In chapter three we shall compute the isotropy subgroups for differentiable actions 
(G, cp, En’), G classical, dim H,’ > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (G, cp, Z:“) be a differentiable action of a compact, connected Lie group 
G. Let H E Y(~pp> and consider qH as constructed in Theorem 1.1 Suppose thar qH is a real 
linear representation of G. Then, iftheprincipal isotropy subgroup of cp is positive dimensional, 
so is that of (Pi. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. By construction, cpII / G,’ - cp, + 0,) 0, a single trivial copy. 
.YEF(R)f~.Let.S”cR”” be the standard unit sphere. Then G,’ acts on S” linearly via 
(PH and since (Pi 1 G,’ contains a trivial copy, G,’ has a fixed point, )‘ E S”, under this action 
and G,’ I G,, G, the linear isotropy subgroup. 
Now assume that x lies on a principal q-orbit and that G, is the smallest VH-isotropy 
subgroup containing G,‘. Further assume that the principal isotropy subgroup of the VH 
action is zero dimensional. Let Q,, be the local representation of c,‘. We have: 
GY - i& + Ad, I G,O - Ad(Q 
cpx - L’,~ + Ado ) Gxo - 4dG.p. 1 
Since QjY I G,’ - v.~, we must have 
c;,, IG,’ N c, + Ad,/, I G,o - At& 
and G,’ acts on the cp,-slice at y, g,, , via tYY ) G,‘. Now, since x lies on a principal q-orbit, 27, 
is trivial and hence 
dim(F(G,‘, 3,)) 2 co-dim G/G,‘. 
If X E F(G,‘, s,,) then G,’ 5 G,V. Now observe that c, cannot leave F(G,‘, .!?,) fixed, for 
we would then have 
dim s,,/c, 2 dim F(G,‘, g,,) 2 nl-dim G + dim G,‘: 
this is a contradiction since dim 3,/G,, = m-dim G. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Theorem 3.1 continues to hold if‘cp,, differs from I($) by zero w.eights, 
where $ is a real linear representation of G. 
The proof of the Corollary is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (G, q, Em) be a differentiable action of a compact, connected classical 
group G on a homotopy sphere, dim H+,’ > 0. If Y”(q) I Y’(Ado), then 9((p) = Y(Ado), 
F(T) # C#I and H,+,’ = T. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the general argument of $2. In effect, there is 
no set of weights invariant under Wo and having trivial restriction to a circle S c H,‘. 
This shows 9”(q) = Y’(Ado). Again applying Theorem 2.1, it is not difficult to see that 
multiplicities cannot occur in q,, , and hence 9’(q) = Y(Ado). 
Now assume F(T) = 4. Let HE .9’(q), x E F(R) # (p, q x the local representation 
of G,’ at x. By Theorem 1.1 we have (pr, with .Y((P~) = .Y(rp) = Y(Ado), (Pn 1 R - cpx + 61. 
Since Y(cp,) = Y(Ado), C(cp,) contains exactly one zero weight. Since G,’ is co-rank one, 
Wd, I G,O - Ad,*,) contains three zero weights and since cpX - L’, + Ado I G,O - A&-,o we 
have a contradiction and F(T) # 4. Hence (Pi is a realization which is unique by Prop. 1.2 
and C’(cp,) is symmetric under Wo by Prop. 1.4. Applyin, c Prop. 1.5, it is not difficult to see 
that C’(& = C’(Ad,). [For B,,, C,,, refer to Theorems 2.2, 2.3 of L61.1 From here it 
follows readily that H, O = T This completes the proof. . 
LEMMA 3.4. (Bore/-desiebenthaf, [2]). Let G be a compact [connectedj Lie group of rank 
1, kc,, + 6 . ..- “, its root vectors. In order that +-ri , . . . +-v,,,. be root cectors of a closed 
subgroup G’ of G it is necessary and sufficient that: 
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(a) rflz = dim (ci, . F,.}, There are h cectors among {Ci , . . 1’,,,.j srrclr that Ci 1 I i 5 vz’ 
are linear combinations with integral coefficients of tlze h rectors. 
(b) Each root rector of G lb*hich is an inte.qral lirzear combination of {Si 1 I i I m’> is in 
the set {Ci 1 5 i < m’). 
We are interested in the following, rrVliclz is a direct applicatiorz of the I’ suficient ” part of 
Lenzma 3.1. 
PROPOS[TIOX 3.5. Let (G, rp, Em) be a diflerentinble action of G on Y’. Let HE .S“‘((p), 
.K E F(a). Let l7, be tlze orthogonal prqjectiou to the Iz~,perplane H. Let P be a subset of 
K&o which satisfies (a) of Lenzrlza 3.4 and suppose that eL’er)l integral linear combination o/ 
rectors in P whidz is in III,, AG’ is itz P. Then there is a closed subgroup K s G,<O with AK’ = P. 
Proof. Since AG,,, = nA,> the proof is clear. 
Remark. Due to the splitting q, - L’, + Ad, 1 F,O - Ad,.vO we must have: 
(1) I& A,’ - C’cp, c A& c flH AG’ 
(2) Z’cp, - l-I, AC’ c Z’l:, . 
where I3, is orthogonal projection to HE 9”((p) s E F(R). 
We have now eliminated all but a few possibilities for .5“‘(q) and we now proceed group 
by group to complete our computations. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let (su(n -t I), cp. Cm) be a dflerentiable actiotz of su(n -I- l), n L 10, otz 
a homotopy sphere with dim kfVo > 0. Thetz .9’(q) =.9’(ti) , t/f a real litzcur represetztatiotz of 
sz~(u + l), and H,?’ = H+*. 
Proof By Theorem 3.3 we may assume .Y’(q) n .9”(,4&) = 4; by Proposition I.5 we 
may assume F(T) = 4. By Theorem 2.2 we know that Y’(p) consists of W,-orbits of the 
form ker(O z, , + Bii + . . . + O,,) 1 < k I [n + l/2]. 
Let us first consider the case k 2 3. Set H = ker(Q,,+,_, + .‘. -i- On+Jr and let II* be 
the orthogonal projection onto this hypsrplane. Since .9’“‘(q) is now restricted to contain 
only certain types of hyperplanes, it is not difficult to see that lYIH AG - C’(rp,) must contain 
A su(n+ 1 -k) x s”(k) and it follows from Proposition 3.5 that szc(n + 1 - k) x szc(k) I G,‘, 
x E F(R) #$. By consulting a table of maxima1 rank subgroups such as [2], [8] and using 
the facts that G,* I su(n + 1): AGXO c IIH AG, it follows that G,’ g szc(n + 1 - k) x szz(ci). 
If u, is the normal representation of G,Yo, Z’cp, - II, AC c Xo,. It follows that Z’(u,) 
contains either the weights of the representation crZ2 [l\j~z,,+.~ _k rt Ak-j& [or 
c;=: Aj/lk + M-k pk when 2k = n + l] or multiples of the weights of this representation and 
we may consult Table B of [6], p. 22, to see that this case is impossible. 
Now consider the case k = 1 so that .9”(q) contains ker(fIi) 1 _< i 5 tz + I. We project 
onto ker(8,, 1) = H and see that G,’ z szz(tz) for .‘r E F(g). if LJ, is trivial, we are done and 
H+,’ = su(n). If u, is not trivial, it must contain weights which are multiples of the weights of 
[/z,& + [A’,u,,]~. By consulting the tables of Hsinng [6], Table A, p. 1~1, it follows that the 
only possibility for L’, is @JR I < II - 1 and Cf+,” = s&z - I). 
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Now consider the case k = 2. Since all other possibilities have now been dealt with, 
.Y’(q) = {ker(Oi + Oj)l I i <j I n + l}. Computing as above, we project to H = ker(8, + 
H,,,). It is not difficult to see that G,’ z su(n - 1) x su(2). (This conclusion would not be 
possible if kerOi E Y’(q).) E’(L’,) must contain weights uhich are multiples of the iveights 
of [fIZ&_1 @ 01,. If some multiple other than one occurs. it follows from the Weyl dimen- 
sion formula, [5], p. 726, that tc, contains other weights which could not possibly be in 
qH I H. Hence Z’((pH) = Z’($) I/ I a real linear representation of su(n + 1) and Theorem 3.1 
and [6, 31 show that X’((P~) = C’(A2!l n+l)R. Hence ZC,~ = [:I’/(, @ 01, and H,’ = s!/(2) x . . . 
X Sit (2)? [n + l/2] copies. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (G, cp, X’“) be a diflerentiable action of a compact, connected Lie group 
G of B,,-type. n 2 9, dim Hq” > 0. Then HP’ = T, a maximal torus of G, or HP = so(k). 
Proof. Let us first consider the case .Y’(cp) = (ker(8, & Oj)l I i < j I n). An easy 
application of Theorem 2.1 shows dF(H) - dF(T) = 2 for HE 9”(q). The argument given 
in the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows F(T) f 4, and there is a unique realization which is 
symmetric under bvG, and (Prop. 1.5) shows that this realization is just { +8, + ej}. That this 
case is impossible now follows from [6, Th. 2.21. 
If .Y’((p) 2 .Y’(ii&) we are done. We now consider the case .Y’((p) = {ker 19~ 1 I i 4 n}. 
By Proposition 1.3 there is a unique realization, symmetric under I+‘,. If F(T) # 4, \ve 
refer to the argument of [6], Th. 2.2. For F(T) = 4, we project to H = ker(8,). We have 
A B,_, c IIA, - III c IlA, and it follows from Lemma 3.4 that G,’ is a subgroup of 
D,_, type or B,_, type, I E F(B) # 4. If the weights in the realization occur with multi- 
plicity one, it is not difficult to show F(T) $; 4 and H,’ - so(2n) and that, in general if they 
occur with multiplicity k we have Hvo = so(2n + 1 - k). It follows from [5], p. 748, that all 
isotropy subgroups are connected. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let (G, cp, X”‘) be a diflerentiable action of a compact connected Lie group 
G of D,-type, n 2 11, dim Ho > 0. Then H,+,’ = T or H, = so(l). 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (G, cp, C’“) be a differentiable action of a compact, connected Lie group 
G of C,-type, n 2 9, dim Hq” > 0. Then HP0 = z H, = C, or H,’ = C, x Cl x . .. X Cl, 
n diagonal copies. 
We shall leave the proof of Theorem 3.8 to the reader and prove Theorem 3.9. 
Proof of’ Theorem 3.9. Suppose .Y’(cp) = (ker(0, k Oj) 1 I i < j 4 n). Theorem 2.1 
implies dF(R) - dF(T) = 2 for H = ker(8, + Oj) so that, if F(T) = 4, A&- 1 G,O - A&O 
contains three zero weights, Ecp, contains one zero weight. Hence F(T) Z Q, and Hsiang’s 
results now apply. See [6], Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose Y’(po) = {ker Oi, 1 5 i 5 n]. Then there is unique realization, symmetric under 
IV,. We may assume F(T) = 4. Projectin, 0 to ker(O,,) = H, we must have {i_ei +_ ej; 
1 I i <j 5 II - I> c AG10 c n,, A(;. There is no subgroup of D,,_,-type contained in C,. 
Hence G .r ’ = Sp(n - 1). From here the conclusion follows readily. 
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